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SESSION-(2022-2023)
CLASS-X

Subject: Mathematics (Code: 041 & 241)

Course Structure

Units Unit Name Marks

I Number Systems 06

II Algebra 20

III Coordinate Geometry 06

IV Geometry 15

V Trigonometry 12

VI Mensuration 10

VII Statistics and Probability 11

Total 80

UNIT I: NUMBER SYSTEMS

I. REAL NUMBER

Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic - statement after reviewing work
done earlier and after illustrating and motivating through examples. Proofs

of irrationality of 2, 3, 5

UNIT II: ALGEBRA

1. POLYNOMIALS

Zeros of a polynomial. Relationship between zeros and coefficients of
quadratic polynomials.

2. PAIR OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO VARIABLES

Pair of linear equations in two variables and graphical method of their
solution, consistency/inconsistency.



Algebraic conditions for number of solutions. Solution of a pair of linear
equations in two variables algebraically - by substitution, by elimination.
Simple situational problems.

3. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Standard form of a quadratic equation 2 0, ( 0).ax bx c a   
Solutions of quadratic equations (only real roots) by factorization, and
by using quadratic formula. Relationship between discriminant and nature
of roots.

Situational problems based on quadratic equations related to day to day
activities to be incorporated.

4. ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

Motivation for studying Arithmetic Progression Derivation of the nth term
and sum of the first n terms of A.P. and their application in solving daily
life problems.

UNIT III: COORDINATE GEOMETRY

Coordinate Geometry

Review: Concepts of coordinate geometry, graphs of linear equations.
Distance formula. Section formula 

UNIT IV : GEOMETRY

1. TRIANGLES

Definitions, examples, counter examples of similar triangles.

1. (Prove) If a line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle to intersect the
other two sides in distinct points, the other two sides are divided in the
same ratio.

2. (Motivate) If a line divides two sides of a triangle in the same ratio, the
line is parallel to the third side.

3. (Motivate) If in two triangles, the corresponding angles are equal, their
corresponding sides are proportional and the triangles are similar.

4. (Motivate) If the corresponding sides of two triangles are proportional,
their corresponding angles are equal and the two triangles are similar.

internal division).
  )



5. (Motivate) If one angle of a triangle is equal to one angle of another
triangle and the sides including these angles are proportional, the two
triangles are similar.

2. CIRCLES

Tangent to a circle at, point of contact

1. (Prove) The tangent at any point of a circle is perpendicular to the radius
through the point of contact.

2. (Prove) The lengths of tangents drawn from an external point to a circle
are equal.

UNIT V: TRIGONOMETRY

1. INTRODUCTION TO TRIGONOMETRY

Trigonometic ratios of an actue angle of a right-angled triangle. Proof of
their existence (well defined); motivate the ratios whichever are defined
at 0° and 90°. Values of the trigonometric ratios of 30°, 45° and 60°.
Relationships between the ratios.

2. TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES

Proof and applications of the identity 2 2sin cos 1A A  . Only simple
identities to be given.

3. HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES: Angle of elevation, Angle of
Depression

Simple problems on heights and distances. Problems should not involve
more than two right triangles. Angles of elevation /depression should be
only 30°, 45°, and 60°.

UNIT VI: MENSURATION

1. AREAS RELATED TO CIRCLES

Area of sectors and segments of a circle. Problems based on areas and
perimeter/circumference of the above said plane figures.

In calculating area of segment of a circle, problems should be restricted
to central angle of 60°, 90° and 120° only.



2. SURFACE AREAS AND VOLUMES

Surface areas and volumes of combinations of any two of the following:
cubes, cuboids, spheres, hemispheres and right circular cylinders/
cones.

UNIT VII: STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

1. STATISTICS

Mean, median and mode of grouped data (bimodal situation to be
avoided).

2. PROBABILITY

Classical definition of probability. Simple problems on finding the
probability of an event.



MATHEMATICS-Standard

QUESTION PAPER DESIGN
CLASS-X (2022-23)

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 80

S.No. Typology of Questions

  1. Remembering : Exhibit memory of previously
learned material by recalling facts, terms, basic
concepts, and answers.

Understanding : Demonstrate understanding of
facts and ideas by organizing, comparing,
translating, interpreting, giving descriptions, and
stating main ideas

  2. Applying: Solve problems to new situations by
applying acquired knowledge, facts, techniques and
rules in a different way.

Analysing : Examine and break information into
parts by identifying motives or causes. Make
inferences and find evidence to support
generalizations

  3. Evaluating : Present and defend opinions by making
judgments about information, validity of ideas, or
quality of work based on a set of criteria.

Creating : Compile information together in a different
way by combining elements in a new pattern or
proposing alternative solutions.

INTERNAL  ASSESSMENT 20 MARKS

Pen Paper Test and Multiple Assessment (5 + 5) 10 Marks

Portfolio 05 Marks

Lab Practical (Lab activities to be done from the prescribed books) 05 Marks

Total
Marks

43

19

18

80

%
Weightage
(approx)

54

24

22

100TOTAL



MATHEMATICS - BASIC

QUESTION PAPER DESIGN
CLASS-X (2022-23)

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 80

S.No. Typology of Questions

  1. Remembering: Exhibit memory of previously
learned material by recalling facts, terms, basic
concepts, and answers.

Understanding: Demonstrate understanding of
facts and ideas by organizing, comparing,
translating, interpreting, giving descriptions, and
stating main ideas

  2. Applying: Solve problems to new situations by
applying acquired knowledge, facts, techniques and
rules in a different way.

Analysing: Examine and break information into
parts by identifying motives or causes. Make
inferences and find evidence to support
generalizations

  3. Evaluating: Present and defend opinions by making
judgments about information, validity of ideas, or
quality of work based on a set of criteria.

Creating: Compile information together in a
different way by combining elements in a new
pattern or proposing alternative solutions.

Total

   INTERNAL  ASSESSMENT 20 MARKS

  Pen Paper Test and Multiple Assessment (5 + 5) 10 Marks

  Portfolio 05 Marks

  Lab Practical (Lab activities to be done from the prescribed books) 05 Marks

Total
Marks

60

12

8

80

%
Weightage
(approx)

75

15

10

100



 



Content

S.No. Chapter Name Page No.

1. Real Numbers 01–10

2. Polynomials 11–21

3. Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables 22–30

4. Quadratic Equations 31–49

5. Arithmetic Progression 50–70

6. Similar Triangles 71–98

7. Co-ordinate Geometry 99–111

8. Introduction to Trigonometry 112–123

9. Some Applications of Trigonometry 124–134

(Heights and Distances)

10. Circles 135–155

11. Areas Related to Circles 156–173

12. Surface Areas and Volumes 174–195

13. Statistics 196–212

14. Probability 213–231

 Case Study Based Questions 232–264

 Practice Question Paper 265–349
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47. Theorem 6.9 of NCERT.

48. BMC EMD 

BC = DE

& AD = BC

 AE = 2BC

Now, AEL ~CBL

EL = 2BL

49. Draw CM || DF,

In ACM

EF || CM


AE AF

CE FM


CE = MF

In BDF

BD BF BD BF

CD MF CD CE
  

50. In ABC and PQR

AB

PQ  = 
AC

PR
 = 

AD

PM
...(1)

Extend AD to a point E s.t. AD = DE and PM to point L s.t. PM = ML

A

B CD

E

P

Q RM

L

 quadrilateral of ABEC and PQLR are parallelogram
( diagonals bisect each other)

L

A

B C

D

M

E

A

B

C

D

E

F

M
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24. A circle is drawn inside a right angled triangle whose sides are a, b, c where c is the
hypotenuse, which touches all the sides of the triangle. Prove

r = 
 +  – 

2

a b c
 where r is the radius of the circle.

25. Prove that in two concentric circles the chord of the larger circle which is tangent to
the smaller circle is bisected at the point of contact.

26. In the given Fig., AC is diameter of the circle with centre O and A is the point of
contact, then find x.

A
P Q

BO

C

x

40°

27. In the given fig. KN, PA and PB are tangents to the circle. Prove that:

KN = AK + BN.

28. In the given fig. PQ is a chord of length 6 cm and the radius of the circle is 6 cm.
TP and TQ are two tangents drawn from an external point T. Find PTQ.

Q

T

P

O
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PRACTICE-TEST
AREAS RELATED TO CIRCLES

Time : 45 Minutes M.M.: 20

SECTION-A

1. If the area of sector is 
7

18
 of the area of the circle. Find the measure of central angle

of the sector. 1

2. The diameter of a circle whose area is equal to the sum of the areas of the two circles
of radii 24 cm and 7 cm is: 1

(a) 48 cm (b) 31 cm (c) 25 cm (d) 17 cm

3. The area of sector whose perimeter is four times its radius of measure r units
is_________. 1

4. If the area of a sector of a circle bounded by an arc of length 5  cm is equal to
20  cm2, then find the radius of the circle.

SECTION-B

5. The perimeter of a sector of circle of radius 5.7 cm is 27.2 cm. Find the area of the
sector. 2

6. The minute hand of a clock is 12 cm long. Find the area of the face of the clock
described by the minute hand between 6:10 pm and 6:45 pm. 2

7. Two circular pieces of equal radii and maximum area, touching each other are cut out
from a rectangular cardboard of dimensions 16 cm × 8 cm. Find the area of the
remaining cardboard. 2

SECTION-C

8. The length of a rope by which a cow is tied is increasd from 12m to 19m. How much
more area can the cow graze now? (Use  = 22/7) 3

9. A chord of a circle of radius 14 cm subtends an angle of 60° at the centre. Find the
area of the corresponding minor segment. (Use  = 22/7) 3

SECTION-D
10. Find the area of minor and major segments of a circle of radius 42 cm, if the length of

the arc is 88 cm. 4
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12. 3 : 1 13. 11 cm

14. 3 : 1

15. No. of cubes = 
16 12 10

2 2 2

 
 

 = 240

16. Side of cube = 3 729 9cm
Height of largest cone = Side of cube = 9 cm

17. Side of cube = 3 216  = 6 cm

Length, breadth and height of new cuboid is 12 cm, 6 cm and 6 cm respectively.

Surface area of cuboid = 2[12 × 6 + 6 × 6 + 6 × 12] = 360 cm2

18. 2 2l r h 
l = 17
Area = 2rl = 854.85 cm2

19. r (l + r) = 90
l = 13 cm

h = 2 2l r
h = 12 cm

20. Let the height and radius of cylinder be x cm and x cm respectively.

Volume of cylinder = 
176

7
 cm3

22

7
 × (x)2 × x = 

176

7
x3 = 8

x = 3 8 = 2 cm

21. d = 4.2 cm; r = 2.1 cm
h = 4.2 cm

Volume of cone = 21

3
r h

Volume of cone = 19.4 cm3 (approx)
22. Radius of sphere = 3 cm

Volume of sphere = 34

3
r

= 113.14 cm3
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SECTION B

Section B consists of 5 questions of 2 marks each

21. If 49x + 51y = 499, 51 x + 49 y = 501, then find the value of x and y

22. In the given figure below, 
AD AC

AE BD
  and 1= 2. Show that BAE~ CAD.

23. In the given figure, O is the centre of circle. Find AQB, given that PA and PB are

tangents to the circle and APB = 75°.

24. The length of the minute hand of a clock is 6cm. Find the area swept by it when

it moves from 7:05 p.m. to 7:40 p.m.

OR

In the given figure, arcs have been drawn of radius 7cm each with vertices A,

B, C and D of quadrilateral ABCD as centres. Find the area of the shaded

region.
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25. If sin(A + B) =1 and cos(A-B) = 
3

, 0 90
2

A B      and A > B, then find the

measures of angles A and B.

OR

Find an acute angle  when 
cos sin 1 3

cos sin 1 3

  


  

SECTION C

Section C consists of 6 questions of 3 marks each.

26. Given that 3  is irrational, prove that 5 2 3  is irrational.

27. If the zeroes of the polynomial x2 + px + q are double in value to the zeroes of

the polynomial 2x2 -5x -3, then find the values of p and q.

28. A train covered a certain distance at a uniform speed. If the train would have

been 6 km/h faster, it would have taken 4 hours less than the scheduled time.

And, if the train were slower by 6 km/hr it would have taken 6 hours more than

the scheduled time. Find the length of the journey.

OR

Anuj had some chocolates, and he divided them into two lots A and B. He sold

the first lot at the rate of `2 for 3 chocolates and the second lot at the rate of

` 1 per chocolate, and got a total of ` 400. If he had sold the first lot at the rate

of ` 1 per chocolate, and the second lot at the rate of ` 4 for 5 chocolates, his

total collection would have been ` 460. Find the total number of chocolates he

had.

29. Prove the following that-

3 3

2 2

tan cot

1 tan 1 cot

 


   
= sec cosec – 2 sin cos
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30. Prove that a parallelogram circumscribing a circle is a rhombus

OR

In the figure XY and XY are two parallel tangents to a circle with centre O and

another tangent AB with point of contact C interesting XY at A and XY at B, what

is the measure of AOB.

31. Two coins are tossed simultaneously. What is the probability of getting

(i) At least one head?

(ii) At most one tail?

(iii) A head and a tail?

SECTION D

Section D consists of 4 questions of 5 marks each.

32. To fill a swimming pool two pipes are used. If the pipe of larger diameter used for 4

hours and the pipe of smaller diameter for 9 hours, only half of the pool can be filled.

Find, how long it would take for each pipe to fill the pool separately, if the pipe of

smaller diameter takes 10 hours more than the pipe of larger diameter to fill the pool?

OR

In a flight of 600km, an aircraft was slowed down due to bad weather. Its average

speed for the trip was reduced by 200 km/hr from its usual speed and the time of the

flight increased by 30 min. Find the scheduled duration of the flight.

33. Prove that if a line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle intersecting the other two

sides in distinct points, then the other two sides are divided in the same ratio.

Using the above theorem prove that a line through the point of intersection of the

diagonals and parallel to the base of the trapezium divides the non parallel sides in the

same ratio.
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19 (b) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason (R) is not the correct

explanation of assertion (A)

20. (a) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) arc true and reason (R) is the correct

explanation of assertion (A)

SECTION-B

21. Adding the two equations and dividing by 10, wc get: x + y = 10

Subtracting the two equations and dividing by -2, wc get : x-y = 1

Solving those two new equations, wc get, x = 
11

2

   y = 
9

2

22. In ABC,

l = 2

AB = BD ..... (i)

Given,

AD AC

AE BD


Using equation (i), we get

AD AC

AE AB
  .....(ii)

In BAE and CAD, by equation (ii),

AC AD

AB AE


A= A (common)

BAE ~ CAD [By SAS similarity criterion]

23. PAO = PBO = 90° ( angle b/w radius and tangent)

AOB = 105° (By angle sum property of a triangle)

AQB = ½ × l05° = 52.5° (Angle at the remaining part of the circle is half the

angle subtended by the arc at the centre)
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S
10

 = 
10

{2 30 (10 1)10)}
2

  

= 5(60+ 90) = 750

So, the number of seats still required to be put are 1500 -750 = 750

(iii)  If no. of rows =17

then the middle row is the 9th row

a
8
 = a + 8d

= 30 + 80

= 110 seats

38. (i)

P and Q are the two positions of the plane flying at a height of 3000 3m . A is the

point of observation.

(ii) In PAB, tan60° = 
PB

AB

Or
3000 3

3
AB



So AB = 3000m

tan30° = 
QC

AC

1 3000 3

3 AC


AC = 9000m

distance covered = 9000-3000

= 6000 m.

3000 3m
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OR

In PAB, tan 60° = 
PB

AB

Or 
3000 3

3
AB



So AB = 3000m

tan 45° = 
RD

AD

3000 3
l

AD


AD = 3000 3m

distance covered = 3000 3 3000
= 3000( 3 1)m

(iii) speed = 
6000

30
= 200 m/s

= 
200 × 3600

1000
= 720km/hr

Alternatively: speed = 
3000( 3 1)

15( 3 1)




= 200 m/s

= 
200 × 3600

1000

= 720km/hr

3000 3m
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[OR]

In ABC, DE || AC

BD BE

AD EC
  ....(i) (Using BPT)

In ABE, DF || AE

BD BF

AD FE
  ..... (ii) (Using BPT)

From (i) and (ii)

BD BE BF

AD EC FE
 

Thus, 
BF BE

FE EC


23. Let O be the centre of the concentric circle of radii 5 cm and 3 cm respectively. Let

AB be a chord of the larger circle touching the smaller circle at P

Then AP = PB and OP  AB

Applying Pythagoras theorem in OPA, we have

OA2 = OP2 + AP2 25 = 9 + AP2

AP2 = 16 AP = 4cm

AB = 2AP = 8 cm

24. Now, 
(1 sin )(1 sin

(1 cos )(1 cos )

   
   

 = 
2

2

(1 sin )

(1 cos )

 
 

= 
22

2

cos cos

sin sin

      

= cot2

= 
2

7 9

8 64
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25. Perimeter of quadrant = 
1

2 2
4

r r  

Perimeter = 
1 22

2 14 14
2 7

   

Perimeter = 28 + 22 = 28 + 22 = 50 cm

[OR]

Area of tine circle = Area of first circle + Area of second circle

 2 2 2
1 1( ) ( )R r r    

 2 2 2 2(24) (7) 276 49R R         

 2 2625 625 25R R R      Thus, diameter of the circle = 2R = 50 cm

Section C

26. Let us assume to the contrary, that 5  is rational. Then we can find a and

b (0) such that 5
a

b
  (assuming that a and b are co-primes).

So, 2 25 5a b a b  

Here 5 is a prime number that divides a2 then 5 divides a also

(Using the theorem, if a is a prime number and if a divides p2, then a divides p,

where a is a positive integer)

Thus 5 is a factor of a

Since 5 is a factor of a, we can write a = 5c (where c is a constant).

Substituting a = 5c

We get (5c)2 = 5b2  5c2 = b2

This means 5 divides b2 so 5 divides b also (Using the theorem, if a is a prime

number and if a divides p2, then a divides p, where a is a positive integer).
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Hence a and b have at least 5 as a common factor.

But this contradicts the fact that a and b are coprime. This is the contradiction to our

assumption that p and q are co-primes.

So, 5  is not a rational number. Therefore, 5  is irrational.

27. 6x2 - 7x - 3 = 0  6x2 - 9x + 2x - 3 = 0

3x(2x-3) + 1(2x-3) = 0 (2x - 3)(3x + 1) = 0

2x-3 = 0 & 3x+1=0

x = 
3

2
 & x = 

1

3


 Hence, the zeroes of the quadratic polynomials are 

3

2
 and

1

3


.

For verification

Sum of zeroes = 2

coefficient of x

cofficient of x
 3 1 ( 7) 7 7

2 3 6 6 6

       
 

Product of zeroes = 
2

coefficient of x

cofficient of x


3 1 3 1 1

2 3 6 2 2

        
 

Therefore, the relationship between zeroes and their coefficients is verified.

28. Let the fixed charge by ̀  x and additional charge by ̀  y per day

Number of days for Latika = 6 = 2 + 4

Hence, Charge x + 4y = 22

x = 22-4y .....(1)

Number of days for Anand =4 = 2 + 2

Hence, Charge x + 2y = 16

x = 16 - 2y ....(2)

On comparing equation (1) and (2), we get.

22 - 4y = 16 - 2y 2y = 6 y = 3

Substituting y = 3 in equation (1), we get,
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x(x + 44) -33 (x + 44) = 0 (x + 44) (x - 33) = 0

x = -44, 33

As the speed cannot be negative, the speed of the passenger train will be

33 km/h and the speed of the express train will be 33 + 11 =44 km/h.

[OR]

Let the speed of the stream be x km/hr

So, the speed of the boat in upstream = (18 - x) km/hr

& the speed of the boat in downstream = (18 + x) km/hr

ATQ, 
distance distance

1
upstream speed downstream speed

 


24 24

1
18 18x x

 
 


1 1 18 (18 )

24 1 24 1
18 18 (18 ).(18 )

x x

x x x x

               


2 2

24 1 24 1
(18 ).(18 ) (18 ).(18 )

x x

x x x x

   
           

48x = 324 – x2  x2 + 48x – 324 = 0

 (x + 54) (  – 6) = 0 x = – 54 or 6

As speed to stream can never be negative, the speed of the stream is 6 km/hr.

33. Figure

Given, To prove, constructions

Proof

Application

x
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PRACTICE PAPER - III

Class - X Session 2022-23

Subject - Mathematics

Time : 3 Hours          Maximum Marks: 80

General Instructions:

1. This Question Paper has 5 Sections A, B, C, D, and E.

2. Section A has 20 Muhiple Choice Questions (MCQs) carrying 1 mark each.

3. Section B has 5 Short Answer-I (SA-I) type questions carrying 2 marks each.

4. Section C has 6 Short Answer-II (SA-II) type questions carrying 3 marks each.

5. Section D has 4 Long Answer (LA) type questions carrying 5 marks each.

6. Section E has 3 Case Based integrated units of assessment (4 marks each) with

sub-parts of the values of 1, 1 and 2 marks each respectively.

7. All Questions are compulsory. However, an internal choice in 2 Questions of 2 marks,

2 Questions of 3 marks and 2 Questions of 5 marks has been provided. An internal

choice has been provided in the 2 marks questions of Section E.

8. Draw neat figures wherever required. Take  =22/7 wherever required if not

stated.

Section A

Section A consists of 20 questions of 1 mark each

1. If ‘z’ is a prime number, then the LCM of z, z2, z3

(a) z2 (b) z3 (c) z4 (d) z5

2. The LCM of two numbers is 1200. Which of the following cannot be their HCF?

(a) 200 (b) 400

(c) 500 (d) 600
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31. There are hundred cards in a bag on which numbers from 1 to 100 are written. A

card is taken out from the bag at random. Find the probability that the number on the

selected card is:

(i) divisible by 9 and is a perfect square.

(ii) a prime number greater than 80.

(iii) a two digit number.

SECTION-D

Section D consists of 4 questions of 5 marks each.

32. In a flight of 600 km, an aircraft was slowed down due to bad weather. Its average

speed was reduced by 200 km/hr and the time of flight increased by 30 minutes.

Find the duration of flight.

OR

A piece of cloth costs `200. If the piece was 5 m longer and each metre of cloth

costs `2 less, then the cost of the piece would have remained unchanged. How

long is the piece and what is the original rate per metre?

33. Prove that the tangent at any point of a circle is perpendicular to the radius

through the point of contact.

A circle is drawn inside a right angled triangle whose sides are a, b, c where c is

the hypotenuse, which touches all the sides of the triangle. Using the above

theorem, prove that = 
2

a b c  , where r is the radius of the circle.

34. The difference between outer and inner curved surface areas of a hollow right circular

cylinder, 14 cm long is 88 cm2. If the volume of the metal used in making the cylinder

is 176 cm2. Find the outer and inner diameters of the cylinder.

OR

A tent is in the shape of a right circular cylinder up to a height of 3 m and conical

above it. The total height of the tent is 13.5 m and radius of base is

14 m. Find the cost of cloth required to make the tent at the rate of 80 per m2.
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35. A life insurance agent found the following data for distribution of ages of 100 policy

holders. Calculate the median age, if policies are given only to persons having age 18

years onwards but less than 60 years.

Age (in years) Number of policy holders

Below 20 2

Below 25 6

Below 30 24

Below 35 45

Below 40 78

Below 45 89

Below 50 92

Below 55 98

Below 60 100

SECTION-E

Case study based questions are compulsory

36. Case study -1
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During the summers of 200, Tanya thought of starting some business of her own and

lent some money from her father and started a TV manufacturing company. After

some years, she was known as one of the leading manufacturers in her area and kept

expanding her limit year by year.

Assuming that the production increases uniformly year by year, the number of TV

sets produced by her in the third year was 600 units and in the seventh year it was

700.

Based on the above information answer the following questions:

(i) What was the gradual increase in manufacture per year?

(ii) What was the production in the first year?

(iii) What is the total production till seven years?

OR

What is the difference in production in fourth year and tenth year?

37. Case study - 2

A music album is kept on the table, assuming its top in the Cartesian system as shown

in the figure.

Based on the above information answer the following questions:
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35. To fill a pool two pipes are to be used. If the pipe of larger diameter is used for

4 hours and the pipe of smaller diameter for 9 hours, only half the pool can be

filled. Find how long it would take for each pipe to fill the pool separately, if the

pipe of larger diameter takes 10 hours less than the pipe of smaller diameter to fill

the pool.

OR

Solve : (2 3) ( 3)
2 3

( 3) (2 1)

x x

x n

           
 = 5; x -3, ½

SECTION-E

Case study based questions are compulsory.

36. Metro pillars are being constructed in cuboidal and cylindrical shapes. In case of

cuboidal pillars the base constructed is a square of side 4m and in case of cylindrical

pillars the base constructed is a circle of radius 4m. The height of the pillars is 28m at

a particular place.

On the basis of above given information answer the following questions:

(i) Find the volume of concrete used in building cuboidal pillar.

(ii) Find the volume concrete used in building cylindrical pillar.

(iii) An advertising agency decides to use these pillars for advertisement. If the rate

of advertising is ̀  4 per m2, then find the difference in amount for the advertisement

on these pillars?

OR

Find the cost of concrete used in cylindrical pillar if the cost of concrete is

` 100 per m3.

37. To boost the reading skills of students, school select two students to set up a

reading comer in a library. There are two classes for which the facility is started

having 28 students and 36 students.
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(i) Find the minimum number of books required for each class, so that they can be

distributed equally among students of both classes?

(ii) Write the prime factorisation of 28 × 36

(iii) Taking this as an example show that LCM × HCF = Product of two numbers.

OR

How many books do each student of both classes get?

38. The diagram shows the map where the library is location at point A, city hall building

at B and the school at C.

(i) What are the coordinates of city hall building?

(ii) What are the coordinates of the mid-point of the segment joining school and

library?

(iii) What is the distance between library and city hall building?

OR

What is the area of ABC?
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ANSWERS
1. (C) n 2. (B) 508th

3. (B) y 4. (D) IV quadrant

5. (C) x2 - 3x - 2 6. (C) Similar but not congruent

7. (D) Ogive 8. (B) 3

9. (D) 700 10. (B) 2

11. (B) 30° 12. (B)
1

p

13. (D) (4,0) 14. (D) All

15. (C) 20 16. (C) 9 cm

17. (A) 4 18. (A)
1

366
19. (D) Assertion (A) is false but Reason (R) is true.

20. (A) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true and Reason (R) is the correct
explanation of Assertion (A).

21. r = 6cm 22. Correct proof

OR

Correct proof

23. k = 
4

3
24. 1:9

OR 25. x = 1 ; y = 5

P = 
2

3

26. S
10

 = -150 27.
13

11

S
20 

- S
10 

= -550 OR

a = 3, d= -4 Correct proof

A.P.: 3, -l, -5, -9
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28. Major segment = 305.20 cm2; Major sector = 261.90 cm2 or 261.60 cm2

29. (i)
25

49
(ii)

1

7
(iii)

1

49

30. m = 
17

4
 ; n = 

11

5

OR

Length = 60m and Breadth = 20m

31. AB = 7.5 cm ; AC = 6.5 cm

32. x = 5 and y = 4

33. Speed of bird = 29.28 m/s

OR

Distance of cloud = 40m

34. Correct proof

35. Larger pipe takes 20 hours and smaller pipe takes 30 hours to fill the pool.

OR

x = 
1

5


, -10

36. (i) 448m3 (ii) 1408 m3

(iii) ̀  1024

OR

` 140800

37. (i) 252 (ii) 24 × 32 × 7

(iii)  correct proof

OR

9 books for 28 and 7 books for 36 students

38. (i) (-2, 1) (ii)
5 1

,
2 2

 
 
 

(iii) 5 units

OR

7.5 sq units
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